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Chapter 511 Blood Moon Sect Branch Master (2) 

“Leave!” 

The elite disciple’s expression changed, and he immediately commanded. 

“Leave?” The Blood Moon elderly cackled sinisterly. “Since you’re here, just become a part in my body 

then… Conquer the world together with me and witness my glory.” 

Then, the Blood Moon elderly turned into a blood tide once again, and a crimson light enveloped 

everyone in an instant. One of the disciples was blanketed by the blood tide immediately, and his body 

melted into blood water at a visible speed before being sucked in by the blood tide. 

“Save… Senior Brother… Save… Save me…” 

The inner sect disciple who was captured by the blood tide stretched his hand out towards the elite 

disciple as despair filled his face. 

Swoosh! 

The elite disciple drew out a long sword and slashed down at the blood tide without hesitation. 

Boom! 

With a strike, the inner sect disciple that was covered in the blood tide was crushed into pieces by the 

sword aura. 

“Tsk tsk… Yunxiao Sect did not change much in these thousand years. They’re still so ruthless and won’t 

let even their own people off…” The blood tide had already withdrawn from the inner sect disciple when 

the elite disciple strike. Thus, the elite disciple only killed his inner sect junior brother and did not injure 

Blood Demon Branch Master at all. 

Very quickly, the blood all over the ground was absorbed by the blood tide, and Blood Demon turned 

into a human form once again. 

“Senior brother, could it be that this wilderness is… Blood Moon Sect’s headquarters?!” 

A Yunxiao Sect inner sect disciple gasped. If it was really the case… 

Whiz! 

Before the elite disciple spoke, a giant figure like that of a mountain peak descended from the sky. 

Boom! 

A brawny man that was a few meters tall landed from the sky and instantly crushed the inner sect 

disciple who spoke. 

“Not the headquarters. It’s a division.” The brawny man stood up. His huge frame seemed to cover the 

entire sky, and he was nothing less than a giant. 



There was a necklace formed using human skulls hung on the brawny man’s neck, and every inch of his 

skin was like an iron casting that contained a horrifying explosive force. 

“Now who are you!” An outer sect disciple was terrified. 

The brawny man turned around and looked at that Yunxiao Sect outer sect disciple. 

In the next second, the brawny man turned into a shadow ata speed that stirred up a gust of wild wind 

that blew the sand away. 

“So fast…” 

The inner sect disciples were appalled. Although this brawny man looked cumbersome, his speed was 

even faster than that of normal agile girls! 

“Have… Have mercy!” 

The heads of the outer sect disciples were clutched in that brawny man’s enormous hands. 

Hearing them, the brawny man was emotionless as he tightened the clench of his giant fists. 

In an instant, the sound of crushed skulls rang, and a combination of red and white liquid seeped out 

from between the brawny man’s fingers. 

Subsequently, the brawny man tossed those headless bodies far away. 

“Blood Moon Sect… One of the one hundred and eight Branch Masters, Soul Severing Troll!” A Yunxiao 

Sect inner sect disciple exclaimed as expressions of horror were etched on his face. 

“A few living beings finally came here, but you want to compete with me.” Blood Demon looked at Soul 

Severing Troll and laughed sinisterly. 

Soul Severing Troll did not bother with Blood Demon as he scanned the scene. 

Whiz! 

Without any nonsense, Soul Severing Troll threw a punch. Boom! 

A Yunxiao Sect disciple nearest to him was already dead from Soul Severing Troll’s punch before he 

could even react. “Run!” 

The Yunxiao Sect elite disciple finally realized the seriousness of the matter. 

Previously, they had already heard that there were traces of Blood Moon Sect members resurrecting, 

but never in a million years did it cross their minds that they would actually encounter a resurrected 

Blood Moon Branch Master! 
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Just one Blood Demon had the ability to defeat them totally, much less with another Soul Severing Troll! 

If they still did not escape, they might not even know how they died! 



Seeing that the remaining Yunxiao Sect disciples wanted to escape the wilderness, Blood Demon 

cackled. “Someone, kill all of these disciples.” 

As the Blood Demon spoke, the sand below his feet quaked. 

In just a few breaths’ time, over ten Blood Moon Sect members donned in red witch robes walked out 

from beneath the sand. 

In the blink of an eye, these Yunxiao Sect disciples were drowned instantly. 

In a hurry, the elite disciple took out the talisman that contained the Great Perishing Curse which the 

Sect Master gave him. 

However, before he could release the Great Perishing Curse in the talisman, it was torn by a Blood Moon 

Sect member. 

In about fifteen minutes, all fifteen Yunxiao Sect disciples who were sent to take Ye Qingtang’s life died 

at the scene. Warm blood stained the yellow sand red. 

While that elite disciple was powerful, it was simply not enough when facing multiple Blood Moon Sect 

members. Without the Great Perishing Curse, he could not even persist for a few minutes and was killed 

by the Blood Moon Sect members. 

After killing the Yunxiao Sect disciples, the Blood Moon Sect members headed straight for Ye Qingtang 

and the Blood Moon Elder. 

They were about to kill these two people, but all of them stopped uniformly as confusion emerged on 

their faces. 

“What happened? Kill all of them,” Blood Demon said rather impatiently. 

“Branch Master…” One of the Blood Moon Sect members looked at Blood Demon, and his brows 

furrowed. W u xia world. sit e “These two people have our Blood Moon Aura…” 

Upon hearing that, Blood Demon was stunned and subsequently exchanged a look with Soul Severing 

Troll. 

“They have our Blood Moon Aura?” Blood Demon turned into a human form and walked forward in 

great strides. 

“Who are you all? Why do you have the Blood Moon Aura?” Blood Demon looked at Blood Moon Elder 

and Ye Qingtang and asked with a frown. 

“This…” The Blood Moon Elder hesitated. 

Although the position of Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll was lower than his in the Blood Moon 

Sect, he had a feud with them before. Moreover, he possessed the body of a Xuanling Sect disciple, 

Zhou Qu, and the blood moon on his glabella could not appear. If he said that he was a Blood Moon 

Elder, no one would believe either. 

Before the Blood Moon Elder thought of a comprehensive explanation, Ye Qingtang beside him had a 

look of indifference as she declared coldly. 



“Not bowing in respect when you see me is equivalent to looking down on me.” 

The Blood Moon Elder froze instantly. What was this darn girl saying!! 

“What… did you say! Do you want a tragic death!” Blood Demon’s expression darkened at her words. 

This girl actually wanted him to bow?! 

“Blood Demon, although these two people have the Blood Moon Aura, they have a dubious background. 

Kill them.” Soul Severing Troll spoke. 

“Impudent!” Ye Qingtang yelled strictly. 

At the same time, Ye Qingtang quietly directed her primordial qi to her glabella, and a crescent moon in 

the shade of blood appeared on Ye Qingtang’s glabella. 

Blood Demon was about to strike, but upon seeing the blood-colored crescent moon on Ye Qingtang’s 

glabella, his eyes widened. The ruthless expression on his face froze instantly and was quickly replaced 

with surprise. 

Even Soul Severing Troll was shocked. 

“Could it be that you all… wish to revolt?” Ye Qingtang’s lips tugged up slightly, forming into a devilish 

smile. 

The Blood Moon Elder was shocked at Ye Qingtang’s action but quickly realized Ye Qingtang’s intention. 

Then, he cleared his throat and berated loudly. 

“Aren’t you all going to bow upon seeing a Blood Moon Guardian!” 
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“WHAT?!” 

“Blood Moon Guardian?!” “How can it be!” 

In that instant, the Blood Moon members no longer dared to move forward and retreated backward 

instinctively. 

There were a total of three guardians in Blood Moon Sect, and they existed in the sect since a thousand 

years ago. Their position was only right below the Blood Moon Sect Master and Blood Moon Holy Lord! 

Moreover, those three Guardians were personally appointed by the Blood Moon Holy Lord and had 

never appeared before others ever since the formation of Blood Moon Sect. No one knew of their 

names nor saw their real faces before… 

“You… You said… she is a Blood Moon… Guardian?” For some reason, Blood Demon was unknowingly 

anxious. 

Was this young, beautiful girl really one of the three guardians of Blood Moon Sect?! 

“Why? Do you have doubts about my identity?” Ye Qingtang’s expression was as cold as a thousand-

year-old glacier. 



“This… The Blood Moon Guardians never appeared before anyone… Why…” Blood Demon was 

bewildered. 

“Impudent!” The Blood Moon Elder hollered furiously. “Blood Demon, as a Blood Moon Branch Master, 

how dare you doubt the Blood Moon Guardian!” 

As he spoke, a red gleam erupted from the crescent moon on Ye Qingtang’s glabella. 

“The Blood Moon Crescent on her glabella definitely cannot be mentioned on equal terms with that of 

an Elder’s.” Soul Severing Troll mumbled. 

“This Blood Moon Aura… and the crescent on her glabella are indeed possessed only by a Blood Moon 

Guardian. I can even… feel… the Holy Lord’s remaining aura…” 

The blood moon symbol on a Blood Moon Guardian’s glabella was personally bestowed by the Blood 

Moon Holy Lord and was completely different from that of ordinary elders and members. 

After consideration, Blood Demon stared at Ye Qingtang with his mouth agape, and his body trembled 

slightly. 

“Kneel down!” 

Ye Qingtang glared furiously, and her manner was utterly different from before. She entered the 

Paragon level in her previous life, and even if she still had not attained that level now, she could 

confidently and easily pull off the stance of a powerful figure. 

Almost instinctively, Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll kneeled before Ye Qingtang at once. 

“Greetings, Blood Moon Guardian!” 

“Greetings, Blood Moon Guardian!” 

At the same time, the numerous Blood Moon Sect members kneeled around Ye Qingtang uniformly as 

though they were trained to. 

“I was ignorant and did not recognize you and ended up offending you unintentionally. Please forgive 

me!” Blood Demon looked down as his body trembled. 

What kind of figure was the Blood Moon Guardian! Although a Blood Moon Guardian was not ranked 

higher than a Blood Moon Sect Master, both were appointed by the Holy Lord. 

If Branch Masters like them offended a Guardian… it was a punishable sin! 

The Blood Moon Elder looked at the group of Blood Moon members who knelt before Ye Qingtang and 

then turned to look at Ye Qingtang, who put on an aloof and domineering stance. His lips twitched 

secretly. 

Ye Qingtang did not bother about the Blood Moon Elder’s reaction and merely swept a look across 

Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll. “You may rise.” 

“Yes!” 

Both people responded at the same time and rose slowly. 



“I’ve only just resurrected. Let me ask you all, how is the Blood Moon Sect presently?” With hands 

behind her back, Ye Qingtang had an aloof stance. 

“In response to Blood Moon Guardian…” 

Soul Severing Troll was about to reply but was pushed aside by Blood Demon. 

“Let me say… Guardian, I am clearer than him!” Blood Demon had smiles all over his face. 

“You’ll say.” Ye Qingtang nodded. 

“Guardian, although Blood Moon Sect had been annihilated for a thousand years, the Holy Lord has 

bestowed the Blood Moon Aura to all high-ranking members. A thousand years later, those Elders, 

Division Heads, and even the Sect Master will gradually come back to life…” 
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“B’Ilsh*t.” Ye Qingtang shouted. “Do I still need you to restate the Holy Lord’s divine power?” 

Blood Demon was extremely nervous after being shouted at by Ye Qingtang and said cautiously, 

“Guardian is right… I was being long-winded… In this period of time before the Sect Master resurrects… 

our division here has already expanded to thousands of members. Although it cannot be compared to 

when we were at our peak, it’s still quite alright…” 

“What about other divisions?” Ye Qingtang inquired. 

“This… Guardian, other divisions rarely contacted us… It’s said that they’re pretty alright as well. As for 

the exact details, we are not very clear. If you are interested, you can summon the other Division Heads 

for interrogation any time when you’re free…” Blood Demon said. 

Blood Moon Division Head and Blood Moon Sect Elder were both ranked higher than a Branch Master. 

For example, this division was managed by a Division Head. Before coming here, the Blood Moon Elder 

had already told her everything. 

“Blood Demon, invite the Guardian to head to the Hall,” Soul Severing, Troll said. 

“Guardian, do enter the Hall to rest first…” Blood Demon smiled. 

The Blood Moon Elder was extremely conflicted when he heard Soul Severing Troll and Blood Demon 

addressing her ‘Guardian’ readily. 

Ye Qingtang did not reject the offer and followed the two Blood Moon Branch Masters in. 

After several hundred meters later, the entire patch of yellow sand slowly split apart, revealing a huge 

ancient palace beneath the sand. 

Ye Qingtang and the Blood Moon Elder followed behind Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll and 

entered the underground ancient palace. 

Right after entering the ancient palace, Ye Qingtang felt an ancient air brushing across her face. 



This palace appeared boundless and was extremely huge, with Blood Moon Sect members in red witch 

robes everywhere. “We pay respects to both Branch Masters!” 

Noticing the appearance of Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll, read it at w.u.x is wor od . S.ite only, 

the Blood Moon Sect members greeted with cupped fists. “Impudent!” Blood Demon shouted coldly. 

“The Blood Moon Guardian is here. How dare you pay respects to us!” 

“Blood Moon Guardian?!” 

The Blood Moon Sect members were appalled to hear that. When they looked at Ye Qingtang once 

again, the color of the crescent on her glabella intensified, shaking the hearts of everyone. 

“We are wrong! We pay respects to Guardian!” 

Immediately, the hundreds of Blood Moon Sect members guarding outside the palace fell on their knees 

and did a full bow. 

“The uninformed is innocent. All of you may rise.” Ye Qingtang waved a hand. 

Ves!” 

As Ye Qingtang spoke, hundreds of Blood Moon Sect members were pardoned. 

“Guardian, please,” Soul Severing Troll said respectfully. 

Ye Qingtang nodded and walk ahead. 

Not long later, inside the main hall. 

“Guardian, please take a rest. The Division Head is still unaware of your grand arrival. We will invite the 

Division Head here…” Blood Demon said carefully. 

Ye Qingtang shut her eyes and said, “Go ahead.” 

After obtaining Ye Qingtang’s agreement, Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll finally left. 

At that instant, only Ye Qingtang and the Blood Moon Elder remained in the main hall. 

Although there was no one around, Ye Qingtang did not dare to converse with the Blood Moon Elder 

casually. Should the walls have ears, the consequences would be dire. 

Ye Qingtang had already learned from the Blood Moon Elder that he had always been on bad terms with 

the Division Head managing this division, and that was even more so the case for those two Branch 

Masters. They did not belong to the same faction, and, thus, it was inconvenient to reveal his identity. 

Moreover, after possessing Zhou Qu’s body, there was no way the current Blood Moon Elder could show 

his crescent, and he could not prove his identity. 

Not long later, Ye Qingtang scanned the walls of the main hall. 
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She discovered that on the ancient walls, there was a male with an unclear appearance standing in the 

sky with millions of Blood Moon Sect members bowing below him. 



That person… should be the Blood Moon Sect Holy Lord… It’s a pity I can’t see his face clearly, Ye 

Qingtang thought in her heart. 

She had heard about legends regarding the Blood Moon Holy Lord. Yet, after all, they were not from the 

same generation, and she never had the fate to see his true appearance. 

The Blood Moon Holy Lord had a mysterious background. No one knew where he came from, and nor 

was anyone clear of how long he had lived for. 

It was said that when the martial culture just burgeoned on this mainland, it was ruled by a brutal 

dynasty. 

Afterward, the Blood Moon Holy Lord came to this land and founded the Blood Moon Sect himself, 

wiping out that dynasty with a destructive force. 

Afterward, the martial culture on this mainland welcomed a peak while the Blood Moon Sect was all the 

more supported by everyone. 

Yet, something happened afterward, and the Blood Moon Sect became the first evil sect and was 

eventually annihilated by the combined forces of the powerful sects on the entire mainland. Presently, 

the times of the Blood Moon Sect’s rule had passed, and the dynasties and generation had changed. 

Hundreds of sects contended for power, welcoming the era of the sects that persisted to this day. 

As Ye Qingtang was in deep thought, the heavy-sounding steps outside the hall pulled Ye Qingtang back 

into reality. Very quickly, an elderly whose hair and mustache were white walked into the main hall. 

Apart from Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll, there were a few other creatures with an imposing 

martial aura following behind the elderly. 

One of them was completely wrapped in the blood-colored long robe. Not an inch of his skin was 

exposed, and only a pair of frighteningly-ghastly eyes could be seen. 

There was another girl who seemed to be rather young. Her entire body was crystal clear and exuded an 

inexplicable demonic air. 

The others appeared to be middle-aged and either had swords or knives in their hands. 

The martial aura of these people was as deep and immeasurable as oceans, and it resembled that of 

Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll. 

Ye Qingtang thought that these people were probably the Branch Masters of this division. 

The Branch Masters stood on two sides and did not say anything. 

A long while later, the elderly in the lead spoke to Ye Qingtang with cupped fists. “I heard from two 

Branch Masters that the Guardian has arrived…” 

The Blood Moon Elder could not help but worry as he saw that the Division Head did not believe fully. 

“Haha… If it truly is the arrival of a Guardian, it is the honor of my division… However…” The elderly 

laughed coldly as he stared at the blood-colored crescent on Ye Qingtang’s glabella. “Oh? You’re 

doubting me.” A glint flashed across Ye Qingtang’s eyes. 



“I don’t dare to. I’m not doubting you. I just wish to ascertain your identity… After all, the lesson from a 

thousand years ago is still vividly in our minds. Guardian does not wish for us to believe others easily.” 

The elderly smiled. 

“Alright,” Ye Qingtang said and nodded. “How do you intend to prove my identity?” 

“Guardian, your blood-colored crescent and Blood Moon Aura are indeed solely possessed by 

Guardians… However, some sects once used a special method to forge the Blood Moon Aura a thousand 

years ago… And because of this method, they infiltrated and hid in our Blood Moon Sect.” The elderly 

sneered. 

An inauspicious feeling arose within Ye Qingtang, though she continued listening to the elderly without 

saying anything. “Afterward, the Sect Master obtained the Demonic Water and placed it in every 

division. As long as non-Blood Moon Sect members came into contact with the Demonic Water, the 

forged Blood Moon Aura on their bodies would disappear immediately…” The elderly scanned Ye 

Qingtang quietly. 
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Ye Qingtang remained seated at where she was. Aloofness remained on her face, and there was not the 

slightest change in her eyes. 

“You wish to prove my identity with the Demonic Water?” Ye Qingtang questioned. 

“Haha… You’re right.” The elderly nodded with coldness filling his eyes. 

The Blood Moon Elder frowned slightly as he looked at Ye Qingtang beside him. 

The Blood Moon Aura and the blood moon symbol on her glabella were completely forged, and the 

Blood Moon Elder was extremely clear of this. 

However, he never expected that this Blood Moon Sect Division still had remaining Demonic Water. He 

originally assumed that all the Demonic Water was destroyed along with Blood Moon Sect’s annihilation 

back then. Yet… 

That year, hundreds of sects combined forces and fought Blood Moon Sect together. To obtain 

information of the internal situation and topography of the Blood Moon Sect, they sent many disciples 

as well as high-ranking elders and used a special chemical to forge the Blood Moon Aura, allowing them 

to hide in the Blood Moon Sect successfully. 

When the sects attacked, those elders and disciples who hid in Blood Moon Sect coordinated with the 

attacks, catching the Blood Moon Sect unprepared. 

Even though it had been a thousand years since the incident, it was, however, a vivid memory to the 

Blood Moon Sect members, and they never forgot it. 

Then, the Blood Moon Elder could only sigh. No matter what, the matter had already reached to this 

extent, and it was all up to Ye Qingtang’s luck. 

It was not to say that the Blood Moon Elder was worried about Ye Qingtang’s safety. 



Currently, he was already tied together with Ye Qingtang. If Ye Qingtang’s identity as a Guardian was 

discovered to be fake, he, who was with Ye Qingtang, would be nowhere better. At that instant, there 

was simply no way for the Blood Moon Sect Elder to prove his identity and would probably be shredded 

into pieces by the Blood Moon Sect members. In that case, his death despite being a Blood Moon Elder 

would truly be a wronged one. 

Ye Qingtang looked at the elderly in the lead, and her lips curled into a cold smile. “You’re really bold. 

How dare a mere Division Head make me prove my identity using the Demonic Water?” 

Blood Demon and Soul Severing Troll exchanged a look, and suspicions arose. Could it really be that the 

Blood Moon Guardian before them was fake as what the Division Head said? If that was really the case, 

both of them actually brought an impostor back into the Blood Moon Sect Division… “Guardian, why 

would you be afraid to prove yourself if you’re real?” Blood Demon’s tone turned cold, and a ruthless 

expression could be seen in his eyes. 

Although there was no change in Ye Qingtang’s expression, she was aware that things were not too 

encouraging. 

This Blood Moon Division Head was extremely cautious and shrewd that he never believed she was a 

Blood Moon Guardian. Ye Qingtang was also aware that her Blood Moon Aura and the blood-colored 

crescent moon on her glabella were definitely created by her cheap brother. Once she came into contact 

with the Demonic Water, the Blood Moon Aura and crescent would fade. She was in Blood Moon Sect’s 

territory currently, and should her identity be exposed, the consequences were dire. This was a Blood 

Moon Sect Division. Apart from the Branch Masters, there was another Division Head whose combat 

powers were frightening. If the self-certification failed, she and even the Blood Moon Elder would 

probably be unable to leave this place alive. 

“Shuo Tianzang, bring the Demonic Water.” Seeing that Ye Qingtang did not say anything after a long 

time, the elderly in the lead immediately ordered a detached-looking male who wielded a sword. 

The male turned around and left without saying anything. 

Not long later, he returned to the main hall again and handed a golden bottle in his hand to the elderly. 
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“Demonic Water…” 

As calm as Ye Qingtang was, she was finally a little nervous at that moment. 

But she restrained her emotions very quickly. She must not make the slightest mistake at this critical 

juncture. She immediately planned a method to flee this place with the Blood Moon Elder in the 

shortest time possible after she was found out. 

Before entering the division, Ye Qingtang had already memorized the topography of the place. Thus, 

topography was not an issue. However, how was she supposed to flee before the eyes of these mighty 

figures? 

This was originally a huge gamble. If she won, she could ensure Xuanling Sect’s survival, but if she lost… 

perhaps, what she would lose would be her own life… 



There was only a fine line between life and death. 

“Guardian, I hope that you can understand. After all, the three great Guardians of Blood Moon Sect 

never appeared before anyone, and using the Demonic Water to certify is for your good. After all, it is 

the only way for the Branch Masters and hundreds of members in the division to be convinced in heart 

and by word… What do you think, Guardian?” The elderly had an ambiguous smile on his face as he 

walked towards Ye Qingtang with the Demonic Water in hand. 

Seated from afar, Ye Qingtang had an indifferent expression and never said anything. 

Currently, she still had a fine Kingdom of God Array Formation and a Concealed Breath Spell… 

Ye Qingtang pondered. 

Once her identity was completely exposed, she would immediately activate the Kingdom of God to 

repress this area and use the Concealed Breath Curse to flee at the fastest speed. Although it might not 

succeed, she could not wait for death either… 

Currently, Ye Qingtang was rather worried about the Blood Moon Elder. 

Although the Blood Moon Aura on his body was real, he was still unable to certify his identity as an Elder 

of the Blood Moon Sect. 

“Impudent! You are not allowed to be disrespectful to the Guardian!” The Blood Moon Elder walked 

forward immediately and declared coldly. “I’ll do it first!” 

Noticing the situation, the elderly looked at the Blood Moon Elder with a slight frown and chided. “How 

dare you interrupt when I’m talking to the Guardian!” 

“What a joke!” The Blood Moon Elder uttered. “You’re merely a Blood Moon Division Head and don’t 

have the qualification to reprimand me!” 

“Oh?” The elderly sneered. “What is your identity in the Blood Moon Sect then?” 

“There’s no need to discuss it.” The Blood Moon Elder waved a hand. 

He already had a plan in mind. 

Ye Qingtang’s Blood Moon Aura was forged, but he was an authentic elder. 

He was not stupid and knew that he had to prove his own 

identity ahead of Ye Qingtang. 

Otherwise, once Ye Qingtang was exposed, these people would probably not give him a chance to prove 

himself or explain. They most likely would treat him as Ye Qingtang’s accomplice and kill them off 

altogether. 

He did not wish to die in the hands of his own sect. 

“What are you!” Blood Demon glared at the Blood Moon Elder angrily. “The Division Head is talking to 

the Guardian. There’s no room for you to speak!” 



Then, under the elderly’s indication, Soul Severing Troll walked forward in large strides and grabbed the 

Blood Moon Elder’s collar, lifting him and bringing him to a side. 

Ye Qingtang was a little helpless as she witnessed the scene. 

A great Blood Moon Sect Elder was actually lifted away like a little chick by a Branch Master. He was 

probably the most wronged elder in Blood Moon Sect history. 

Similarly, the Blood Moon Elder was seething with rage. Back then, Ye Qingtang stopped him from 

possessing that little genius sect disciple and forbade him from absorbing other’s vitality and strength. 

Otherwise, his current cultivation skills might not comparable to when he was at his peak but should 

have been more than enough to deal with a Blood Moon Branch Master. How would he be bullied by a 

Branch Master like Soul Severing Troll! 
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“Excuse me, Guardian.” The elderly did not bother with the Blood Moon Elder at all as he walked 

forward and uncapped the golden bottle in his hand. 

Soon after, the cool Demonic Water was sprinkled on Ye Qingtang. 

This is bad… 

There was a change in the expression of the Blood Moon Elder who was lifted by Soul Severing Troll. Ye 

Qingtang… still lost the gamble eventually… 

So be it that Ye Qingtang was going to die, but, in the end, he would be implicated as well! 

At that moment, Ye Qingtang had already taken out the talisman and hid it in her palms, preparing to 

use the Kingdom of God to repress this place any time. 

However… 

About a few breaths’ time later, the blood-colored crescent moon on her glabella was still as bright as 

before, and there was not the slightest change in the Blood Moon Aura on her body! 

Immediately, the several Branch Masters’ expressions changed as they stared at Ye Qingtang in 

disbelief. Even the Blood Moon Division Head was surprised as well. 

Initially, he and the few Blood Moon Branch Masters believed this to be a fraud and that this girl who 

claimed to be a Blood Moon Guardian was most likely an impostor. 

However, what made the Blood Moon Division Head and the several Blood Moon Branch Masters gasp 

in disbelief was that there was no reaction when the Demonic Water landed on the girl before them! 

This circumstance could only prove that her Blood Moon Aura and crescent moon on her glabella was 

not forged… 

Along with the rinsing of the Demonic Water, not only was the Blood Moon Aura on Ye Qingtang not 

washed away, the crescent moon on her glabella shone even more brilliantly. 



“This…” 

Suddenly, there was a huge change in the expression of the Blood Moon Branch Masters, and they were 

in utter disbelief. 

After the rinse by the Demonic Water, they clearly felt a shred of the Holy Lord’s remaining aura on Ye 

Qingtang’s body! 

“How can this be…” The Blood Moon Division Head looked at Ye Qingtang with his mouth agape. 

The three great Blood Moon Guardians and Sect master were appointed by the Holy Lord and were 

bestowed with the Holy Lord’s blessing. Thus, there would be a remnant of the Holy Lord’s aura. 

The Holy Lord’s aura was originally very obscure, but after the rinse with the Demonic Water, it would 

be slightly more evident. 

Ye Qingtang had already intended to release the array formation in the talisman, but noticing the shock 

on the elderly’s face and the stunned expression on the Blood Moon Branch Masters, Ye Qingtang was 

extremely confused. 

Could it be that the Demonic Water was… ineffective because it had been too many years? 

The Blood Moon Elder who was lifted up by Soul Severing Troll felt his heart race wildly. He could not 

believe the sight. 

What exactly happened to Ye Qingtang? The Blood Moon Aura and the crescent moon on her glabella… 

were actually real? 

More than that, he even felt the supreme Holy Lord’s aura on Ye Qingtang’s body. 

He involuntarily recalled the avid Blood Moon Sect worshiper whom Ye Qingtang mentioned before. 

An unfathomable thought emerged in the Blood Moon Elder’s mind all of a sudden. 

In almost an instant, the Blood Moon Elder was already drenched in his cold sweat. 

He once said that he would definitely behead that avid fan who dared to impose as the Blood Moon 

Holy Lord if he saw him… 

“Over… Over… This is all over… I…” The Blood Moon Elder trembled. If the so-called avid worshiper that 

Ye Qingtang mentioned was really their Blood Moon Sect Holy Lord and the Holy Lord heard of the 

Blood Moon Elder’s disrespectful words… wouldn’t he… 

As the Blood Moon Elder was filled with horror, everyone had a surprised expression. 

“I pay respects to the Guardian!” 

After witnessing that the crescent moon on Ye Qingtang’s glabella shone even more brightly after being 

rinsed by the Demonic Water, the Blood Moon Division Head fell on his knees and knelt by Ye Qingtang’s 

legs. 
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“We pay respects to the Guardian!” 

Following right after the Blood Moon Division Head, the Blood Moon Branch Masters successively 

kowtowed to Ye Qingtang. 

“…” Ye Qingtang was astonished. 

She originally thought that her identity would definitely be exposed and she might perhaps die right 

there, but… the supposed Demonic Water seemed to have lost its effects with the passage of time. 

Otherwise, the crescent moon on her glabella and Blood Moon Aura should not remain. 

Never would Ye Qingtang believe that the cheap younger brother she picked up on the road was… the 

Blood Moon Holy Lord, the supreme faith of the Blood Moon Sect. 

“All of you may rise,” Ye Qingtang said and secretly heaved a sigh of relief, though there was no change 

in her expression as she pretended to be profound. 

“Guardian, I have sinned. I did not know your true appearance… and even used the Demonic Water and 

offended you… Please convict me, Guardian!” The Blood Moon Division Head hung his head low, not 

daring to look up. 

Offending the Blood Moon Guardian was a big sin. He was merely a Division Head and definitely should 

not have offended his superior like that. 

“We have sinned!” 

Immediately, all the Blood Moon Branch Masters said at the same time, and they could not stop 

quivering. 

Looking at the reactions of all the Blood Moon Sect members, Ye Qingtang let out a breath slowly, 

though she still wore an indifferent expression on her face. She swept an aloof look across everyone and 

finally said slowly, “On account that everyone was thinking for Blood Moon Sect, this should not be 

viewed as an offense, and all of you are pardoned. Do not repeat it again.” 

“Thank you, Guardian!” The Blood Moon Division Head rose slightly and let out a huge sigh. Similarly, 

the several Blood Moon Branch Masters stood up as well. 

The Blood Moon Elder looked up at Soul Severing Troll who still hold him in the air. “Aren’t you going to 

let your hands off me!” 

Upon hearing that, Soul Severing Troll cautiously bent down and placed the Blood Moon Elder on the 

ground gently. 

“I’m very sorry… Previously…” Soul Severing Troll frowned, attempting to explain himself. 

“There’s no need for more words. Since the Guardian has pardoned you all, there’s nothing much to 

say,” said the Blood Moon Elder coldly. 

Soul Severing Troll nodded without uttering a word further. 



“Guardian, may I ask who this is…” The Blood Moon Division Head looked at the Blood Moon Elder. 

“One of the thirty-six Blood Moon Elders, Hong Heqing.” The Blood Moon Elder raised a brow. 

“Hong Heqing, it’s you?!” The Blood Moon Division Head was taken aback. As the Blood Moon Division 

Head, he naturally recognized Hong Heqing and even had some enmity with him from a long time ago. 

If not for the fact that Ye Qingtang’s identity as the Blood Moon Guardian was solidified, the Blood 

Moon Division Head would not believe the Blood Moon Elder even if he reported his name. 

However, in everyone’s eyes then, there was no doubt that Ye Qingtang was a Blood Moon Guardian 

while this person was following beside Ye Qingtang, and everyone would not doubt his words. 

“Haha…” The Blood Moon Elder glared at the Blood Moon Division Head and scoffed. 

The Blood Moon Division Head was rather awkward. They had some grudges, but now that the Blood 

Moon Elder was following beside the Blood Moon Guardian, he probably would not badmouth him 

before the Guardian right… 

“Alright.” Ye Qingtang waved a hand. “Our Blood Moon Sect just gained a tiny streak of revival and will 

not tolerate any internal strifes between you all. Any previous grudges will be written off here. If anyone 

refuses to accept this, you’re free to reason with me.” 

“I’ll follow as you say, Guardian.” The Blood Moon Division Head bowed with cupped fists. 

“I dare not to disobey your orders, Guardian.” The Blood Moon Elder bowed in respect as well. 

“Guardian, I am the Division Head of this Division, Jiang Chen,” the Blood Moon Division Head said softly 

as he walked forward. 
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“I know that already.” Ye Qingtang nodded. 

“So… Guardian, do I bring all the other Division Heads and Branch Masters together to pay respects to 

you?” The Division Head asked. 

The Blood Moon Guardian was extremely high-ranking in Blood Moon Sect. It was not like that of the 

Blood Moon Holy Lord’s and was second only to the Blood Moon Sect Master. Guardians held great 

authority in the Blood Moon Sect. 

One of the three great Blood Moon Guardians appeared in their division, causing the Blood Moon 

Division Head to be overwhelmed. 

Currently, the Blood Moon Division Head naturally wanted to notify the other Division Heads to come 

over as he could show off to them. 

Ye Qingtang was deep in thought. 



Her position as the Guardian should be solidified already. However, from the Division Head, Jiang Chen, 

before her, Ye Qingtang knew that everyone of the Blood Moon Division Head level was not easy to deal 

with. The more Division Heads there were, the higher the possibility that her identity would be exposed. 

Although there were risks, it could gather the powerful figures in Blood Moon Sect and defeat Yunxiao 

Sect fiercely. There were both pros and cons, and risks and rewards… 

“How long would it take to summon them here?” Ye Qingtang asked after pondering. 

“In response to your question, there is only this Blood Moon Division in the Formidable Heavens 

Dynasty. The other two divisions are in the Nine Nights Dynasty, and there’s still another one in an 

uninhabited place. The fastest time possible should be at least a month or so.” The Blood Moon Division 

Head replied respectfully. 

Presently, the Blood Moon Division Head was fully convinced of Ye Qingtang’s identity as a Blood Moon 

Guardian and naturally did not hide anything as he told Ye Qingtang the locations of the other 

resurrected Blood Moon Divisions immediately. 

“A month…” Ye Qingtang’s brows were slightly furrowed. 

Yunxiao Sect had already attacked Xuanling Sect now, and Xuanling Sect would probably already be 

annihilated a month later. What was the use for those powerful Blood Moon Sect figures then?! 

“There’s no need already. It’s too long,” Ye Qingtang said. 

“Oh?” The Blood Moon Division Head was surprised, seeming to hear the underlying meaning behind 

her words as he asked carefully. “Guardian, do you have any urgent matters to settle?” 

“That’s right.” Ye Qingtang nodded and looked at the Blood Moon Branch Masters present. “What is the 

state of the recovery of your skills?” 

The Blood Moon Sect had been wiped out by many super sects a thousand years ago, and those 

powerful figures who did not die in the battle were severely injured at the least. Their martial 

foundations were damaged, causing their realm to fall greatly. 

“Guardian, we have been recuperating for a long time. Although our martial skills cannot be compared 

to when we were at our peak, they have still recovered a little. Do you need to use our skills, Guardian?” 

The Blood Moon Division Head inquired. 

Confusion rose within the Division Heads. The Guardian should not ask about the state or their martial 

skills for no reason. Perhaps… 

“That’s right.” Ye Qingtang’s lips tugged up slightly. “Let me ask you. Which sect sent the most spies in 

this division back then?” 

Anger emerged in the eyes of the Blood Moon Division Head after hearing of this matter. Their division 

was the first amongst all Blood Moon Divisions to be wiped out, and the biggest reason for this swift 

defeat was because there were too many spies. With both attacks internally and externally, it made it 

impossible for them to guard against the enemies! 



Recalling the tragic situation when the division was wiped out, the Blood Moon Division Head reflected 

malice and hatred in his eyes. 

“It’s Yunxiao Sect.” He replied. 

“Let me ask you again. Was there an Elder Qu in this division back then?” Ye Qingtang questioned again. 

 


